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Pupil filters, represented by binary phase modulation,
have been applied to extend the field of view of a lightsheet fluorescence microscope. Optimization has been
used first numerically to calculate the optimum filter
structure, and then experimentally, to scale and align
the numerically synthesized filter in the microscope. A
significant practical extension of the field of view has
been observed, making reported approach a valuable
tool on a path to wide-field light-sheet microscopy. ©
2016 Optical Society of America

weakness of all of these beam engineering techniques are the
strengthening of the subsidiary side lobes that decrease the optical sectioning ability in the LS microscope; this can be reduced by
deconvolution post-processing [5], but it still remains a limiting
factor.
It was shown by Shepherd in [10] that a symmetric binary
pupil filter (PF) can be used for maximizing the extension of a
two-dimensional LS formed by a cylindrical lens with a band
structure of 0 ∨ π phase shifts. The band positions are symmetrical with respect to the optical axis of the lens, but have no
rotational symmetry.
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Light-sheet (LS) microscopy [1, 2] achieves optical sectioning
in specimens by forming a thin LS in the plane orthogonal to the
optical axis of an imaging microscope. An ideal LS should be
very thin, as the thickness of the LS defines the axial resolution.
As an additional requirement the thickness and intensity of the
LS should both be kept as uniform as possible over the field-ofview (FOV). The LS should be wide and long enough to cover
the whole FOV of the microscope.
In practice, however, the parameters of the LS are governed
by laws of diffraction and scattering in the specimen, and therefore, the ideal parameters are hardly ever achieved. The optimization of these parameters for a LS is of interest for a number
of practical applications in biomedical imaging [3]. There has
been much work done on the enhancement of the LS, this includes the creation of scanned Bessel beams [4], Airy beams [5],
and aspheric optical systems [6].
In all such approaches the goal is a redistribution of the light
field that enables the light to propagate with a lower divergency
in the vicinity of the focus. The theoretically optimum solution
in three-dimensions is the infinite energy Bessel beam [7], and
its two-dimensional equivalent the cosine beam [8]. In practice, the Bessel beam cannot be produced; however, hybrids of
these beams with the Gaussian beam can be obtained [9]. The

Fig. 1. A schematic showing the realization of pupil filters in a

LS microscope. The field is modulated by the introduction of
π phase differences before a cylindrical phase element in the
pupil. By controlling the shape of the band structure the focal
intensity distribution is changed.

The PF solutions could theoretically out-perform the GaussBessel beams [10], therefore, is calling for experimental verification. The generalization of this technique to complex pupil
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functions could allow for the additional correction and compensation of aberrations introduced by the sample and is an active
area of our research. Since our hope is to show that PFs can
provide an alternative to expensive adaptive elements we have
limited our scope.
In Figure 1 the structure of the PF is shown alongside the
cylindrical element that forms the LS. The PF considered in this
letter have N symmetric elements with M = ( N − 1)/2 step
changes in the phase as the half-aperture is traversed. Following
the same notation as in [10], these parameters are called mi ’s,
i = 1, . . . , M, the normalized pupil coordinates at which the step
change occurs.
For clarity of explanation Figure 2 shows the schematic of the
geometric of the LS microscope system. The orthogonal detection of the light in the illumination path and the fluorescence
path are shown. The coordinate system represented in the Figure
is used throughout the text.

Fig. 2. The axes configuration in the focal plane for the de-

tection of illumination light and fluorescence light. The light
enters from the left via the phase element and is focused along
the xy-plane. Depth is with respect to the fluorescence objective.
The solutions to the wave equation for elements up to N = 7
are presented in Table 1 of [10]; however, to find the solutions
for N > 7 requires an ever increasing amount of time by brute
force. Hence it is highly desirable to find the solutions via more
time efficient numerical optimization techniques. Moreover, in
order to implement these PFs on the experimental system it is
necessary to calibrate the mi ’s to further improve the parameters
of LS.
Optimization is finding the minimum of a cost or objective
function that represents a physical measure as functions of decision variables. Concretely, in [10] a parameter G A is proposed
with its decision variables mi ’s. It is a measure of the axial pointspread function and is derived from the analysis of the pupil
field moments, however, it is impossible to apply this metric to
the experimental setup.
To overcome this, a new metric, one that can be experimentally measured is proposed in this letter. Measurements of the
focal field are taken at K positions along the optical axis giving
peak intensities Ik . Typically, it was found that K = O( M) is
sufficient. The root mean square deviation from the maximum
focal intensity is then calculated:
v
u
u1 K
r.m.s. = ρ = t ∑ ( Ik − max ( Ik ))2
K k =0

(1)
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The PF solution that provides good LS parameters forms
a flat intensity profile around the focus along the optical axis.
This implies the curvature of the intensity field is minimized, i.e.
G A → 0. Therefore, the optimal PF solution, m∗ , that minimizes
the deviation from peak intensity, ρ, over a given range ∆ is
what is desired.
The problem can be written as,
min ρ(m, ∆)
m

s.t. mi + δ < mi+1

(2)

where m ∈ R( N −1)/2 are the optimization variables. δ is
the width of a Fresnel zone in the pupil. Although modest in
dimension for a small number of elements, the problem is not
trivial to solve. The objective function is non-convex and has a
number of local minima, although, it is a simpler problem than
the minimization of G A due to the numerical instability of the
metric. Furthermore, as the number of dimensions is expanded,
the number of non-optimal local minimizers increases.
These local minima arise due to the complex interference
interactions between different regions in the pupil. For example,
it is possible for the positioning of two of the zones to provide a
net effect of zero to the field. Hereby, the numerical procedure
for example can find the N = 3 solution in all higher dimensions
with increasing permutations. For this reason the value of ∆
becomes a very important tuning parameter in the optimization,
too high and the solution will not exist and too low the number
of non-global minima increases slowing the process.
The global optimization is performed with a custom algorithm written by the authors that uses a stochastic gradient descent [11] to converge to multiple minima simultaneously. Each
group of solutions is evaluated on the strength of the group’s
weighted mean or centroid rather than the individuals to increase robustness against noise.
In Figure 3 the x-profiles for the PF solutions for N =
1, 3, . . . , 11 found in the simulated environment are shown. The
simulated fields are obtained with Fresnel propagation within
the approximations of scalar diffraction theory [12]. The main
result shown is that increasing the value of N increases the axial
extend of the PSF, likewise, it increases the lateral extent also but
less than simply increasing the numerical aperture (NA). This
was shown in [10] for N = 3, . . . , 7 and it has been extended to
N = 11 here.

Fig. 3. Simulations of the intensity profile along the x-axis. In-

creasing the number of elements in the pupil filter increases
the axial extend of the PSF and therefore, increases the uniformity over the FOV in a LS microscope. The intensity is
normalized in this plot.
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The problem is more complicated experimentally due to the
noise introduced in the intensity measurements, therefore, it
was impossible to consistently to find the solution to the global
optimization on the experimental setup.
To overcome this a two-stage optimization process was required to consistently find the solution. Firstly, the global optimum is found via simulation with the advantage of no measurement noise. Secondly, this solution is locally optimized on
the experimental system to correct for pupil matching, system
aberrations and differences in magnification.
This can be done since in a region close to the theoretical
global minimum the cost function is quasi-convex. The local optimization can proceed using a noise robust algorithm [13]. This
process converges to the new minimum within a few iterations,
typically under 25. Here the pupil phase, φ(m) is optimized
with c ∈ R2 such that the new phase φ0(m) is:
φ0(m) = c0 φ(c1 m)

(3)

The LS microscope has been realized with a liquid crystal phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) (512x512, Meadowlark/Boulder, US) conjugated to the pupil of a NA= 0.3 water immersion illumination objective (UMPLFLN 10x Olympus,
Japan). Such a configuration allows for the forming arbitrary
pupil functions with high resolution; however, in this letter the
scope of possible solutions are limited to the class described in
[10].
A 488nm laser source (100mW Sapphire 488nm LP, Coherent,
US) illuminates the PF generated by the SLM and is conjugated
with the pupil plane of the illumination objective mounted in a
custom water immersion sample chamber. The measurements
of the objective function are obtained through a confocal objective (UMPLFLN 10x Olympus, Japan) onto CMOS camera
(DCC1545M, Thorlabs, US). This is done at different values of
defocus by modulating the phase on the SLM. A full intensity
profile can also be imaged in the same manner by sweeping
through a volume.
In Figure 4 the x-axis profile of the intensity for the optimized
experimental PFs are shown for N = 1, . . . 11. A good match
between the theoretical prediction in Figure 3 and the experimental results is found, thus confirming the validity of the PF
theory and its practical usefulness.

3

discussion, in Figure 5 the xz-intensity of the N = 11 optimized
filter shown alongside the Gaussian beam and the numerical
solution directly applied.
The first point to note is the improvement gained by the optimization procedure in the uniformity of the beam over the
region. The numerical solution does not have the long uniform
region over the FOV, but falls off after the focus, however, this is
recovered by the optimization process. The PF must be matched
to the pupil scale and the wavelength to gain optimal performance. The optimization ensures that both of these conditions
are satisfied by scaling in size and amplitude. The π phase difference ensures a real pupil function giving the symmetry in the
yz-plane seen in the optimized solution but which is missing in
the unoptimized solution.
Measuring the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) for the
N = 11 filter shows a 4.2x increases in the DOF for a 1.6x increase
in lateral PSF width. This is a better ratio than decreasing the NA
2.6x, and thus DOF extension has been achieved. In addition to
this, the intensity is uniform over the central region, something
that cannot be said about Gaussian or Gauss-Cosine beams. As
a result there is a region of 70µm that has a uniform intensity
LS, this should in theory provide over this region better imaging
than these other beam profiles.

Fig. 5. Image of xz beam intensity profile produced by the

illustrative PFs on the left. From the top the Gaussian, the
numerical solution solution for N = 11 and the optimized
solution for N = 11. The region displaced for each PSF is
100 × 18µm. There is no normalization of intensity.

Fig. 4. Experimental plots of the intensity profile along the x-

axis. In agreement with the simulations increasing the number
of elements in the pupil filter increases the axial extend of the
PSF. The plots are normalized to the mean intensity in a 5µm
central region.
Increasing the number of elements in the BFP increases the
depth-of-field (DOF) whilst decreasing the focal intensity. For

To further test this hypothesis, experimental investigation
of the performance of the PF enhanced LS has been conducted
by acquiring three dimensional volumes of fluorescent microspheres. The purpose is to measure the resolution of the microscope across the FOV. The axial PSF of the beads over the FOV
varies according to the thickness of the LS at that position. The
PFs designed to increase the LS extent whilst retaining lateral
thickness is expected to improve the axial resolution towards
the edges of the FOV.
The fluorescence image of the microsphere sample is captured via a relay system and a deformable mirror (DM69, Alpao, France) for focus change and detection, to scientific CMOS
camera (Orca Flash 4, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan). This configuration allows for full control of the LS and image focus for
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three-dimensional imaging and sectioning of the sample.
In order to obtain sufficient sampling the z-scan is done using
the DM in conjunction with the SLM. The system is calibrated
such that plane of the LS and the focal plane of the detection objective are matched. The calibration procedure uses a sharpnessbased optimization [14] to find the optimum defocus position
at two known LS positions and form a linear model valid over
the range of the defocus. Hereafter the focus of the detection
objective and the LS remain coplanar.
The beam is scanned through a volume of the sample to
produce a series of optically sectioned xy images at different z
positions. This three-dimensional dataset can then be computationally processed and viewed from arbitrary angles, of which
the orthogonal set xz is chosen. In Figure 6 the maximum intensity projections over small a y-range is shown for the N = 11
optimized beam, along with the Gaussian and for reference a
Gauss-Cosine beam.
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It has been shown how these PFs are found by a two stage
process of numerical optimization, one to find the global solution
via simulation and the second to find the local improvement
on an experimental system. The profiles of the light intensity
and their effect on the resolution of the microscope has been
demonstrated.
It has been shown that the PFs produce a symmetric PSF
along two axes owing to the real pupil function. This particular feature of PFs is not found in many other DOF extension
methods such as the Gauss-Bessel beam or the Airy beam. It
should be possible to exploit this symmetry to reduce the complexity in deconvolution calculations commonly employed in
LS microscopy.
Finally, the PFs’ theoretical advantage over the Gauss-Cosine
or Gauss-Bessel beam has been shown experimentally, and since
they do not require annuli for generation, more power can be
delivered to the sample with the same source. Moreover, PFs
could be manufactured as phase masks designed to fit particular
microscope objectives. As a result the extended FOV could be
realized with a much simpler, cheaper and durable system than
presently available.
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Fig. 6. Microspheres xz-profile with a Gaussian beam, a Bessel

beam, and a PF N = 11. Same imaging parameters. The inset
shows a zoom of beads at a distance of 25µ from the focus of
the light-sheet.
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